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Shade Trees Bareroot Tree order Form
Bareroot trees come in around Mid March

Customer Name ;
Phone #
Payment method;

SHADE TREES

Prices vary from $49.95 to $79.95

If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 1st 2018
Bareroot shade tree prices are usually about $15 to $20 per tree lower
WEEPING WILLOW (Prairie Cascade) A hardy weeping willow for northern areas. A very graceful tree with a
golden stem color and glossy green foliage turning yellow in the fall. 35-45 feet tall & wide

Zone 3-6

NORWAY MAPLE (Deborah) Has a superior branching habit. A vigorous grower with a strong, straight central leader,
it has brilliant red spring foliage that turns to dark green through summer.
Bronze/yellow fall color Height 40-60 ft Spread 40-60 ft Zone 4-7

NORWAY MAPLE (Emerald Lustre) Introduced by Bailey Nurseries in 1979, this shade tree was selected for its out
standing branching habit, hardiness, and vigor. The immature foliage displays an attractive red tinge before maturing
to glossy deep green leaves with a slightly wavy margin. Yellow fall color. 50-60 ft tall & wide Zone 4-7

NORWAY MAPLE (Crimson King) The dense foliage of this slow growing shade tree remains an excellent maroon-red
all season. Spring flowers of maroon & yellow are a bonus. This cultivar is known for a very straight trunk and well shaped
head. 35 ft tall 35 ft spread
Zone 4-7

NORWAY MAPLE (Princeton Gold) This attractive Norway selection makes a stunning accent plant in the landscape.

The foliage is bright lime green - golden yellow, especially when young, and the color holds well through the summer. Nicely shaped, this is definitely a tree that attracts attention. Yellow fall color 45 ft tall 40 ft spread Zone 4-7

BRANDYWINE MAPLE Is a cross between A. rubrum October Glory® and A. rubrum 'Autumn Flame', Only sterile flowers
are produced in spring, thus no fruit or undesirable messy seedlings. The long lasting fall color gradually turns from red to brilliant reddish purple. Adaptable to a wide range of conditions, prefers a slightly acidic, moist, well-drained soil. 25 ft tall 12 ft
spread Zone 4-8

RED MAPLE (October Glory) This terrific red maple is most impressive for its intense crimson red fall color, even under

less than perfect circumstances. The color lasts much longer than many other red maples. The wings of the samara display
an attractive reddish tinge as well. 50-60 ft tall 35-40 ft spread Zone 5-8

RED MAPLE (Red Sunset) This outstanding red maple offers long lasting brilliant red autumn color. Thick foliage and a
dense upright branching habit that makes it a great choice for street and lawn use. Named Iowa tree of the year for 2000
50 ft tall 30-40 ft spread
Zone 4-7

AUTUMN BLAZE (Red/Silver Maple) This hybrid of silver and red maple has experienced phenomenal popularity due
to its ascending branch habit, rapid growth rate, drought tolerance when established, ability to grow in most soils, beautiful
fall color and form. 50-60 ft tall 40 ft spread
Zone 4-7

SUGAR MAPLE This wonderful shade tree is undoubtedly the largest and finest of our native maples. Slow to medium in

growth rate and very hardy, it prefers rich, well-drained soil. Fall color is simply spectacular, ranging from rich, brilliant yellows to all shades of oranges and red. 50-75 tall 50ft spread Zone 3-5

SUGAR MAPLE (Fall Fiesta) The branching is full and symmetrical. Leathery, glossy, deep green leaves are resistant to
leaf tatter and leafhopper damage. A rapid grower, easy to transplant and also resistant to sun scald and frost cracks.
Outstanding fall color, shows far more oranges and reds than other sugar maples. Prefers a moist yet well-drained soil with
a slight acidity for optimum growth. 50-75 ft tall 50 ft spread
Zone 3-7

SUGAR MAPLE (Green Mountain) This tree has excellent heat tolerance, and performs well in dry restricted sites.
Thick, dark green leaves are covered with a waxy coating and show good scorch resistance and retains its color in dry
windy conditions. Yellow, orange-red fall color. 50-75 ft tall 40 ft spread Zone 4-7

OAK (Bur Oak) Native from Nova Scotia to Manitoba and south to Pennsylvania and Texas, this beautiful oak has attractive
corky bark especially interesting in winter. it tolerates a wide range of soil types. Great Plants® for the Great Plains 2004.
Dark Green leaves in summer turn yellow-brown to purple in the fall 60-80 ft tall 60-80 ft spread Zone 3-8

PIN OAK (Majestic Skies) A distinct improvement over the species with straighter branching and more symmetrical

shape. Foliage is more substantial and darker green. Northern pin oaks prefer to grow in full sun with deep, well-drained
soil. Excellent red fall color. 60 ft tall 45 ft spread Zone 3-6

OAK (Northern Red Oak) The fastest growing oak and one of the easiest to transplant. The foliage is dense, lustrous
dark green turning a nice red to red-brown in the fall and leaves hang on the tree into winter. A great landscape tree.
60-80 ft tall 50 ft spread Zone 4-8

Oak (Swamp White) Excellent in both wet and upland soils, this tree has a coarser, less deeply incised leaf than

Q. alba, and acorns borne on 2- 4" stalks. It shows good transplant success. Named a 1999 Great Plants® for the
Great Plains Award winner. Narrow, rounded, open Dk green foilage with felty white beneath Fall Foliage: Yellow
-brown to red Full Sun Height: 50-60' Spread: 40-50' Zone: 4-8

Aspen (Quaking) The small leaves of this native tree tremble in the slightest breeze for a beautiful effect. It is indifferent
to soil conditions, and can be found in moist, shallow, rocky, or clay soils. The bark is an attractive greenish white. This
is an excellent tree for naturalizing. The seed strain we use at Bailey Nurseries® is resistant to black spot. Pyramidal
in youth, rounded at maturity Fall Foliage: Gorgeous yellow Full Sun Zone: 2-Height: 60-80' Spread: 30'

WEEPING MULBERRY (Fruitless) This vigorous small tree has cascading slender branches that create an attractive
appearance. A fruitless cultivar, grown on own root. Bright green leaves. Yellow fall color Full Sun
Zone: 4-8 15’ - 20’ tall & wide
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Ornamental Shade Trees Bareroot Tree order Form
Bareroot trees come in around Mid March
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ORNAMENTAL TREES Prices vary from $29.95 to $69.96
If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 1st 2018
Bareroot tree prices are usually about $10 to $20 per tree lower
CRABAPPLE (Prairie Fire) This disease resistant cross has good foliage retention during summer. Single red-purple maroon flowers open later than most crabapples so frost shouldn’t get blossoms. The bark is a glossy dark red with numerous
prominent lenticels, and the fruit does not drop. 15-20 ft tall 20 ft spread Zone 4-7

CRABAPPLE (Purple Prince) This selection has outstanding rose-red blossoms and maroon fruits. The purple-bronze

foliage and bright flowered 'Purple Prince' does not suffer from stem splitting and is faster growing. Excellent resistance to
scab, fireblight and cedar-apple rust. 20’ tall 20’ spread Zone 4-7

CRABAPPLE (Red Barron) This crab is columnar in form at a young age, then matures to a more rounded shape. The
foliage is purple fading to bronze-green. The buds, flowers, and fruit are all dark red. 12-15’ tall 5-6’ spread

Zone 4-7

CRABAPPLE (Red Splendor) Litter is not a problem with this crab, developed by Melvin Bergeson of Fertile, Minnesota,
as the small bright red fruit never falls. The fruit does make excellent food for wildlife. The foliage is glossy reddish-green,
turning reddish-purple in fall. Height 20-25 ft Spread 20 ft
Zone 3-7

CRABAPPLE (Ruby Tears) Weeping Form A seedling found at Beverly Nursery in Indiana. Naturally weeping form,,
similar to 'Louisa' and burgundy-green foliage much like 'Prairifire'. Pink flowers cover the pendulous branches each spring
on this graceful small tree. Attractive dark red fruit. 8-10 ft tall 12-15 ft spread Zone 4-7

DOGWOOD TREE (Satomi) A large, elegant specimen tree, this Japanese selection has deep pink flowers or bracts that

cover the spreading branches in April to May. Pink-red fruits appear in autumn. Prefers a well-drained, somewhat acidic soil
in full sun to light shade. Deep purple red fall color Height 15-30 ft Spread 15-30 ft Zone 5-9

DOGWOOD TREE (Pagoda) This graceful small tree has pale yellow flowers in May, followed by blue-black fruit, and the
leaves turn a beautiful maroon red in the fall. Branches grow in irregular tiers, forming a somewhat horizontal, layered
look to the plant. Rounded, horizontal branching Medium to dark green Full Sun Zone: 3-7 Height: 15-20' Spread: 20-25'

LILAC TREE (Dwarf Korean) This tree has the same fine features of the shrub-form Dwarf Korean. It makes an excellent
globe for accent or interest in the landscape. 8 ft tall 5-6 ft spread Zone 4-7

LILAC TREE (Snowdance) This tree blooms exceptionally heavy every year with large fragrant panicles of creamy white
blooms in June. Lustrous dark green foliage. Pest & disease free tree. 18 ft tall 20 ft spread Zone 3-7

FLOWERING CHERRY (Kawanzan) The Pendulous deep pink flowers make this one of the showiest cherries in spring.
Foliage emerges coopery bronze, matures green, the turns reddish-copper in fall. This is one of the varieties used in the
world famous Washington D.C. cherry blossom display. 20-25 ft tall 15-20 ft spread Zone 5-9 Fruitless

FLOWERING PEAR (Autumn Blaze) This cultivar has a distinct rounded form that distinguishes it from other pears. The
most cold hardy of the calleryana cultivars, it has white flowers in spring, dark glossy foliage, and good red fall color. Crimson-Red fall color
35 ft tall 20 ft spread Zone 4-8

FLOWERING PEAR (Cleveland Select) Drenched in white blooms each spring. Hardy & disease resistant tree with

neat profile year-round. Glossy green leaves turn reddish purple-orange in fall. Needs full sun for best color. Reaches30-40
feet tall and 15-20 feet wide. Zone 4-9

FLOWERING PEAR (Mountain Frost) An improved selection of Pyrus ussuriensis with a more vigorous, upright growth
habit. Attractive white flowers cover the tree in spring, backed by dark green, leathery foliage. Some 3/4" fruit is sparsely
produced in late summer. Yellow fall color. Height 20-30 ft Spread 15-20 ft Zone 3-6

REDBUD This handsome tree bears small pink flowers in the spring before leaves appear. Does well in sun and part shade
Selected for hardiness by the University of Minnesota. 20-30 ft tall 20-25 ft spread

Zone 4-9

WEEPING CHERRY (Snow Fountains) A flowery focal point. A slow - growing dwarf tree, this weeping cherry features

graceful drooping branches. In spring each branch is cloaked in white blossoms. Disease & insect resistant. 12 -15 ft tall by 6
- 8 feet wide Zone 4-8

WEEPING PUSSY WILLOW (Pendula) Small tree with strong weeping form. This tree is perfect to use as accent plant
in confined area. Large-silky soft catkins appear in early spring for a pretty effect. 5-8 ft spread

Zone 4-8

PUSSY WILLOW (Upright) Hardiest of the pussy willows. Large shrub or small tree up to 20 feet with silvery catkins appearing before leaves. Deep brown branches. 20 ft tall 15 ft spread Zone 2-7

CRANBERRYBUSH TREE (Redwing Viburnum) Has excellent form and a good growth rate. Redwing® has something for every season: the new spring foliage is tinted a nice red color, white flowers appear in mid to late May followed by
ornamental clusters of persistent bright red fruit from late fall through early winter. The fall color is a stunning brilliant red.
Height 8-10 ft Spread 6-8 ft Zone 2-7
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Apple Trees Bareroot Tree order Form
Bareroot trees come in around Mid March
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APPLE TREE INFORMATION
Potted Apple Trees $28.95 ~~~~ Bareroot $19.95
If there is a kind you want that is not listed here we can probably get it for you if we know it before 3/1
If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 1st 2018
Apple trees are usually semi dwarf but you may ask to be sure as fully dwarf trees need to be staked for the life of the
tree. Plant any two different kinds of apples for pollination

SUMMER APPLES July thru August

~~~

SUMMER APPLES July thru August

Gala Apple - Vigorous trees. Striped red orange skin. Crisp, dense flesh. Fine sweet/tart flavor. Excellent desert apple.

Comes in production early. Pollinate with any other apple except Gala sports and Golden Delicious. Ripens in late Augearly Sept.

Ginger Gold - A Golden Delicious type. Enjoy apples in summer! This early picker allows you to enjoy apples sooner than

most varieties. The juicy and delicious fruit features a yellow-green skin with a golden glow. A crisp crunch and mildly tart
flavor makes them perfect for fresh eating. Heat-tolerant, even in zone 9! Ripens mid to late August. Semi Dwarf

Lodi Apple - A very early, tart apple that is our favorite for applesauce but you need to add some sweetener.
Ripens late July. Semi Dwarf

Yellow Transparent Apple - A great substitute for Lodi apples. Medium sized fruit with pale yellow skin. Crisp white
flesh. Usually picked slightly green to make a smooth, fine textured sauce. Ripens mid to late July.

Semi Dwarf

Zestar! Apple - The flesh is crisp and juicy with a delightful sugar acid balance and full of flavor. The fruit is a large 3” average with 50- 80 % red over yellow. Stores up to 8 weeks in refrigerated storage. Ripens in early August. Semi Dwarf

MID SEASON APPLES September thru Early Oct. ~~~

MID SEASON APPLES September thru Early Oct.

Golden Delicious - . Large conical fruit. Sweet fine flavored Excellent fresh, pies, sauced or juiced. Keeps well in winter
storage. Thin fruit and prune for consistent size and yields Ripens in early October.

Semi Dwarf

Grimes Golden - Medium sized bright yellow fruit. Rich, aromatic, spicy flavor. Juicy crisp apple, bearing young and annually. Good pollinizer. Good for many uses. Ripens earl October Semi Dwarf

Honeycrisp Apple - Sweet as honey, crisp & creamy. These 3” beauties are becoming favorites to many. Crisp, cream
colored flesh is mild, sweet & aromatic. Can be pollinated with Golden Delicious and many others. Ripens Mid Sept.

Red Cortland Apple - A widely adaptable apple. Excellent for roadside sales. Deep red with some stripes. White flesh is
slow to brown. Great for cooking and suace. A constant producer that ripens mid Sept. Needs pollinator

Semi Dwarf

Red Delicious . One of the older red delicious types. Not as showy as some of the newer strains but surpasses in flavor.
Excellent fresh eating and storing apple Ripens Early October Semi Dwarf

Jonathan- Typical Jonathan taste and firmness. Attractive smooth red storing apple. Slightly tart and delightful flavor. Excellent forPies and cooking. Pollinate with other mid- and late-blooming varieties. Ripens mid Sept. Semi Dwarf

Jonagold Apple- Unique flavor makes the fruit luscious enough to serve by itself as dessert. This crisp super apple is a

cross between the tart Jonathan and the sweet Golden Delicious. The result is a tasty treat for all! Ripens in mid September

McIntosh Apple - Dark red apple with crisp white flesh that has spicy flavor. Excellent for cooking and fresh eating Hardy
tree bears young and abundantly. Ripens Mid September.

Semi Dwarf

Snow Sweet - Stays snow-white after cutting. SnowSweet has white, crisp flesh that’s sweet, delicious and perfect for fresh
eating. Probably our best choice for apple salad as it remains crisp and white long after cutting. Ripens in mid-September.

LATE SEASON APLES Mid October thru November ~~ LATE SEASON APLES Mid October thru November

Arkansas Black Apple- Flavor peaks after 30 days in the refrigerator. Crisp, delicious apples are perfect for baking and
cooking. Keeps for up to eight months. Cold-hardy. Ripens in October. Semi-Dwarf

Enterprise Apple - Disease Resistant. Glossy red fruit. Exceptional flavor improves during storage. A vigorous tree that is
resistant to scab and other diseases. Winter storing variety. Ripens late October. Semi Dwarf

Fuji Red Fuji Apple- Our new, improved version of everyone’s favorite. Fuji is a sweet, crisp, drippy-juicy apple that has a
rich, deep, scarlet color. It retains its crisp character, even at room temperature. When properly stored, it is a great keeper... up to a year! Resistant to scab and mildew. Ripens in late October. Semi-Dwarf

Gold Rush Apple - Disease Resistant. Tart, intense flavor at harvest that mellows to a rich, complex flavor in storage. Re-

tains its crispness & quality up to 7 months in refrigerated storage. Matures mid to late October. Fruit size & appearance is
similar to Golden Delicious. Almost a full spur type tree. Semi Dwarf

Granny Smith - Simply irresistible! These classic favorites feature a crisp bite and tart flavor. Fruit keeps up to six months in
the refrigerator. Heat-tolerant. Ripens in early November. Best pollinators: Red Delicious or any Golden Delicious.

Melrose Apple- Red Delicious x Jonathon cross. Large flattish fruit. Greenish red streaked. Firm, slightly coarse flesh
Excellent for cooking and deserts. Excellent winter storage apple. OH state apple. Ripens mid October Semi Dwarf

Wine Sap Apple- A time-tested favorite. Large dark red with spicy, tart, crispy flavor . These dependable producers have
been improved to start bearing at an even earlier age. Excellent for cider. Stores till spring. Ripens in mid October.
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Potted Pear Trees $28.95 ~~~~ Bareroot $19.95
If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 1st 2018
Pears are a great compliment to any home orchard. Pears usually require less maintenance than other fruit
as far as pruning and spraying. Standard rootstock. Two varieties are needed for pollination

Bartlett Pear- Most popular pear. Large golden yellow fruit. Has the classic pear shape. Best to pick green and ripen off the
tree. Excellent for canning and fresh eating. Pollinate with any other pear. Ripens late Aug. Zone 5-8

Bosc Pear- An old time French variety with large, high quality, russeted fruit. The tender, juicy, yellowish flesh has a
smooth texture and the fruit is good for fresh use and canning. Fruit matures in early October Vigorous grower.

Kieffer Pear - (Blight-resistant and bears young) The perfect pear for canning and preserves. Pick your pears when still
firm and yellow-green in color. Store at 60-70 degrees F to allow pears to finish ripening. Ready late Sept..

Olympic (Asian Pear) - Clearly a four-star variety, this round, large, heavily russeted brown Asian pear has a crisp
and juicy texture. Olympic is considered one of the best Asian varieties for long-term storage.

Potomac Pear- A Moonglow - Anjou cross. Moderate size, fine textured with a pleasing mild aroma and flavor.
Moderately vigorous and resistant to fire blight. Zone 5-8 Pollinate with another pear

Red Bartlett Pear Late August Very similar to regular Bartlett. Higher in sugar (fructose) content. Tree is smaller but
productive. Has some disease resistance. Attractive red color Zone 5-8

Shenandoah Pear - Enjoy abundant crops of large, Bartlett-quality pears that are smooth, sweet and juicy. Fruit keeps

well in the refrigerator A favorite of our canning customers. Tree is blight resistant. Ripens in Late September. Zone 4-8

Potted Apricot Trees $28.95 ~~~~ Bareroot $19.95
Alfred Apricot - Small to medium Orange fruit has freestone flesh that is fine grained, sweet, juicy rich flavor. Vigorous

hardy tree Reliable heavy crops. Has some resistance to late frost injury. Excellent home use variety. Ripens Late July

Harlayne Apricot - Late July. Medium sized entirely orange fruit. Good texture and flavor. Cold hardy, late bloomer,
disease resistant. Good for late season Zone 4-8

Precious Apricot - Mid July. Medium sized, red blushed fruit. Self fertile variety. Good flavor. Very compact, disease
resistant tree Zone 5-8

Potted Plum Trees $28.95 ~~~~ Bareroot $19.95
If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 1st 2018
Plant two varieties for best pollination 2 red plums or 2 blue plums

Fortune [Red Plum] - Sept. Very large, high quality red purple skin, yellow flesh. Tree is vigorous and upright. Plant in
areas where Peaches thrive Zone 5-8

Methley Plum - Medium sized reddish purple plum with sweet, juicy red flesh. Bears abundantly. A must have for every
home orchard. A early season variety that ripens mid July. Zone 4-9 Self fertile

Satsuma Plum - A very distinctive, dark red plum with red flesh. Oval shaped fruit is medium sized and very sweet.
An upright and very productive tree. Zone 4-9

Stanley Prune Plum- Prune growers #1 pick . Fruit is oval, dark blue skinned with a golden free stone flesh. Abundant

crops ripen in early September. A Self Pollinating carefree tree very little pruning needed. Zone 4-9 Pollinate with Victory

Victory Plum - Large Dark blue heart shaped fruit. Firm yellow flesh is of very high quality, multi use, good for fresh eating
or Canning. Pollinate with Stanley. Zone 5-9

Beach Plum Grow small, tasty plums prized for jams and jellies. An asset to your landscape — fragrant white flowers in

spring attract birds, bees, and butterflies. 3/4-inch fruit may vary from purplish-black to red when ripe. Natural bush-form can be
pruned into a tree form if desired Keep pruned at a manageable size for easy harvest. Tolerant of poor soils. Cold-hardy. Freestone. Ripens in late August. Plant two or more for proper pollination and larger crops Zone 4-8
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Cherry and Peach Trees Bareroot Tree order Form
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Potted Peach Trees $28.95 ~~~~ Bareroot $19.95
If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 1st 2018
ALL PEACHES AND NECTARINES ARE SELF POLLINATING

BabyGold Peach - This is our choice for delicious canned peaches! Good sized fruit with yellow flesh, with slight reddening
at imes around the pit. A vigorous, upright grower. If you want to can or freeze peaches Babygold is the variety for you!
Ripens late-August Clingstone peach Self pollinating

Contender Peach- Hardy fruit buds and tends to set a high number of fruit buds. A wonderfully flavored peach. Beautiful
color. One of the best canning peaches. self-fertile Ripens late Aug. Freestone.

Desiree Peach - Highly colored early medium sized semi freestone fruit of excellent quality. Resistant to bacterial spot.
A recommended peach for your earliest peach. Ripens Early July

Encore Peach- As hardy as Reliance & disease resistant. Freestone fruit has red over yellow skin & firm yellow flesh. Flowers have above average spring frost tolerance.

Ripens late August - early September

Self fertile

Elberta Peach - A famed peach for canning. bears crops of large, attractive yellow fruit with a splash of crimson. Juicy,

yellow flesh is great for fresh-eating as well as freezing and canning Freestone. Ripens in September. Self-pollinating.

Loring Peach - This self-pollinating peach tree produces medium-to-large peaches in mid-August in Zone 5. The fruit is

excellent for processing, fresh eating, canning and preserves. They’re freestone, too. Tree blooms early to avoid late frost
damage.

Reliance Peach-Extremely hardy freestone. Delicious for fresh eating, canning or freezing. Ranks top in hardiness. Ripens
late July. Self-fertile. Thin small fruit early for larger peaches

Redhaven Peach - A heavy bearing, cold hardy & disease resistant to leaf spot. Fruit is medium to large & great for canning
or freezing. Ripens late July. Self Fertile

Veteran Peach - Round medium sized peach. Richly flavored. Above average for canning and freezing, easy to peel. A very
reliable peach for cold climates. Vigorous, late blooming tree. Occasional irregular ripening. Ripens Late August

Blushingstar White Peach - A late-season, easy-care peach. This variety provides prolific harvests of beautiful fruit

that keeps well. Firm white flesh has a unique, sweet flavor and resists browning when sliced. One of our heaviest bearers. Disease-resistant to bacterial spot. Cold-hardy. Zone 5-8 Freestone. Ripens in mid August. Self-pollinating.

Sugar Giant White Peach - Large, sweet, attractive, firm fruit. Moderatly resistant to bacterial spot. Trees are productive
and vigorous. Zone 5-8

Self Fertile

Potted Nectarines $28.95 ~~~~ Bareoot $19.95
Easternglo Nectarine - Early August Our earliest nectarine. It is large red with a very smooth skin. Excellent flavor. Yellow
flesh, freestone. Good hardiness and vigor Zone 5-8 Experience the delectable flavor of freestone peaches without the fuzz

Fantasia Nectarine - Late August. Smooth Dark red skin. Excellently flavored firm flesh. A self pollinating variety that is well
worth growing Zone 5-8 Experience the delectable flavor of freestone peaches without the fuzz

Potted Cherry Trees $28.95 ~~~~ Bareroot $19.95
If you want bareroot trees you will need to call and place order no later than March 1st 2018
All pie cherries are self fertile ------------Sweet cherries need an other kind to pollinate

Carmine Jewel Pie Cherry - Deep dark reddish, purple skin and flesh. Natural dwarfing tree makes an attractive landscape Plant. Self fertile, productive and extremely hardy. Great for pies Self Pollinating

Montmorency Pie Cherry-Super hardy. Fruit is large , with juicy, tart flesh excellent for pies and more. Resistant to leaf
spot; the heavy foliage discourages sunscald and birds.

Self pollinating.

North Star Pie Cherry- A heavy producer. Start picking full size cherry clusters in mid- June for all your recipes. Deliciously
tart cherries.

Self- pollinating. Standard Rootstock Height 8’-

Black Gold Sweet Cherry-Beautiful, glossy and sweet. This unique hybrid of Stark® Gold™ and Stella produces dark red
cherries with all the great traits of its parents — late-blooming to avoid spring frosts, frost tolerance, disease-resistance, not
prone to cracking, and heavy crops of heart-shaped fruit. Ripens in mid June. Self-pollinating.

Burgundy Pearl Sweet Cherry - Large sweet dark red fruit that hangs well on the tree, creating a long picking window.
Tree is productive, hardy and resistant to canker. Ripens Early July

Hardy Black Giant Sweet Cherry - Large black firm fruit with excellent flavor. Sure producer. Old time standby.
Good pollinizer. Canker resistant tree. Ripens Mid July

White Gold Sweet Cherry- A sweet cross with great looks and taste. This attractive hybrid of Emperor Francis and Stella produces gorgeous yellow-blushed-red sweet cherries. Tree crops heavily, and its mid-season maturing fruit resists
cracking. Disease-resistant to brown rot, bacterial canker, and black knot. Ripens in mid June. Self-pollinating.

